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Press Release 

Juries convinced: smart #1 receives Red Dot Award and iF 
Design Award for outstanding design 
 

• The all-electric compact SUV convinces international juries with its outstanding design. 

• smart #1 redefines space by combining advanced design and excellent chassis with first-
class technology. 

• Different bold and subtle colour choices give the car an individual character that matches 
its users. 

 
 
Leinfelden-Echterdingen, 8 May 2023: The all-new smart #1 has been awarded two prestigious 

design prizes by international expert juries. In addition to the Red Dot Award for product design the 

premium all-electric compact SUV won the iF Design Award, known for honouring outstanding design and 

social engagement, in the Product – Automobiles/Vehicles category. 

In the smart #1 development phase, the Mercedes-Benz global design team and the smart Research & 
Development team worked together closely to explore the perfect balance between interior and exterior 
design and the overall performance of the smart #1. A successful approach: The smart #1 is compact on 
the outside, spacious on the inside and has a battery range of up to 440 km1. Thanks to the `Sensual 
Producty` design philosophy the smart #1 features a pure and elegant streamlined exterior, a perfect 
mixture of aesthetics and aerodynamics. Features like concealed door handles, a floating halo roof and 
frameless doors make the smart #1’s design outstanding in its segment. From every angle there is a new 
detail to explore. The space to footprint ratio is pushed to a maximum: With its 4270 mm length, a 
wheelbase of 2750 mm and up to 19” inch rims the smart #1 offers an impressive interior space. With the 
design of the #1, smart stays true to the brand’s tradition: smart has dared to be different from the very 
beginning.  
 
Connection is the guiding principle of the #1’s design concept: With its high level of connectivity features, 
it provides solutions to connect people, places, and experiences – while ensuring a tailored and 
convenient user experience. This way, the smart #1 puts drivers at the centre. The infotainment user 
interface relies on purposeful and human-centred technology and features an avatar as an intelligent 
companion via voice control.  
 
In addition, different bold and subtle colour choices give the car an individual character that matches its 
users. With its unique design, its premium equipment and the individualisation options for appearance 

 
1 Combined electricity consumption in kWh/100 km: --- (NEDC) / 18,2 (BRABUS), 16,8 (Premium), 17,4 (Pro+) (WLTP); Combined 

CO2 emissions in g/km: 0 ; Electric range (WLTP) in km: 400 (BRABUS), 440 (Premium), 420 (Pro+). 
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and features, the smart #1 manages to provide its drivers with new, differentiating and valuable 
experiences on many levels. 
 
“To receive the Red Dot Award and the iF Design Award is a wonderful recognition of the work we 
invested in the development of the smart #1 design concept," says Xuan-Zheng Goh, Head of Product 
Management at smart Europe. “It shows that we have created a truly unique vehicle with convincing 
contrasts. Elements like the frameless doors and the floating halo roof add a premium factor to a seamless 
high-tech sculpture.” 
 
“Our further developed design philosophy ‘Sensual Producty’ underlines the premium aspect of smart. 

We are very proud that our #1 has now received two of the world's most recognized design awards – The 

Red Dot Award in the Product Design category and the IF Design Award in the Product – 

Automobiles/Vehicles category,” says Kai Sieber, Head of Design smart Mercedes-Benz AG. 

 
In 2023, the smart #1 will enter all European markets that smart currently operates in. After a successful 
market entry in Germany, the premium all-electric SUV will also launch in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, 
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Austria, Belgium, the UK, Sweden, Norway and Iceland. 
 
Red Dot Award and iF Design Award: Coveted prizes for excellent design  
 
For more than 60 years, the Red Dot Award has been considered one of the largest design competitions 
for innovative design on a global scale. In 2023, the expert jury evaluated products from 60 countries as 
part of their individual examination and awarded coveted prizes in categories such as Product Design.  
 
The iF Design Award is also one of the most renowned design prizes in the world. This year, there were 
almost 11,000 entries from 56 countries. The prizes are awarded by international design experts. 

 
About smart: 

smart Europe GmbH was founded in June 2020 as a wholly owned subsidiary of smart Automobile Co., 

Ltd. Based in Leinfelden-Echterdingen, near Stuttgart. smart Europe’s international team is responsible 

for all sales, marketing and after-sales activities for the next generation of smart vehicles, products and 

services of the brand in the European market. With Dirk Adelmann as CEO and Martin Günther as CFO, 

the company is developing its full potential in Europe with a highly efficient and customer-oriented 

business model. smart Automobile Co., Ltd. was established as a global joint venture between Mercedes-

Benz AG and Geely Automobile Co., Ltd. smart is positioning itself as a leading provider of intelligent 

electric vehicles in the premium segment. 

 
 

 


